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Abstract—Boiler explosions around the world generate serious damage in workplaces and injuries to employees, which range 

from burns and lacerations to death, with the ensuing financial costs for the operating enterprises. Both in industrial and 

institutional settings, the main cause of boiler explosions is low water level which generates boiler tube overheating, sudden 

vaporization, rapid increase in pressure, and catastrophic failure.  However, few computational tools have been developed to 

calculate these consequences for boilers. Preventing such accidents is critical in industry and the health sector, as their utilities 

services must be intrinsically safe to meet their economic and humanitarian mission, respectively.  This article reviews the technical 

requirements for the safe operation of boilers focusing on the correct location and distancing of the boiler room to minimize 

domino-effects, and injuries to humans. A MATLAB Script, LiveScript and compiled code was developed by the author to 

calculate the resulting peak overpressure as a function of distance, with user-input parameters for a range of boilers and explosion 

conditions.  The damage of the shock wave was estimated using Probit calculations, to facilitate analysis and recommend ideal or 

improved boiler room location.  It is possible to estimate minimum “safe distances” between the boiler and other structures and 

equipment, minimizing domino-effects while protecting workers and public from overpressure. It is proposed that regulations 

include a mandatory analysis of consequences, using similar or more elaborate numerical models, and used to guide plant 

distribution and protect workers and nearby populations. 

 
Index Terms—boilers; explosion; risks; risk assessment; risk analysis, computational tools; regulation 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Boilers, regardless of the type of fuel used, normally operate at high pressures and temperatures which 

present major risks to operators, other plant personnel and domino-effect vulnerable equipment.  It is 

necessary to have a strict safety framework throughout their life cycle, beginning with project location 

and distancing of critical operations from the boiler room, boiler construction, commissioning, as well 

as training, operating procedures, maintenance, inspection, storage, and decommissioning.  Hence, it 

becomes of primary importance to plan the proper location of boilers and analyse the major risks that 

they can generate (explosion of the boiler and blast wave propagation) using appropriate simulation or 

numerical techniques, as has been proposed by several authors [1-3].  

 

     Unfortunately, as discussed by the author in a prior work [4], this has not found great echo in the 

regulatory community, and boiler location is seldom guided by strict risk analysis supported by 

engineering calculations. That work analysed the regulations of various Spanish-speaking countries, 

including Mexico, Peru Chile, Spain, Colombia and Costa Rica as well as those of the US and New 

Zealand. In Latin American countries the risks due to explosion or overpressure are not specifically 

considered in the installation requirements, to guide the spacing or structural resistance of the buildings 

that contain them. Most of these legal instruments are limited to generic references to ventilation, the 
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fire resistance of walls, general indications for the use of the seismic code of each nation and basic 

aspects of hygiene and occupational health. Even though the standards favour safe operation, they do 

not focus on the greatest risk that such equipment presents, such as overpressure or impulse.  

 

     A publication of the oil and gas industry [5] aimed at the chemical processes sector establishes a 

series of nomograms and tables for the separation of different sections of said operations and indicates 

"utilities" should be 50 feet from electrical control centres, engine rooms, fire protection systems, and 

other service buildings; 100 feet from hazardous equipment (compressors, control rooms, pump 

stations, and other process units) and 350 feet from pressurized or refrigerated tanks.  Specifically for 

tanks at atmospheric pressure, as exemplified by fuel storage tanks for boilers, it recommends 250 feet 

between these and the general service areas (“utilities”) where the boilers are located. The emphasis is, 

however, the protection of company assets, by aiming to prevent the chain of events (domino effect), 

but the document does not provide details as to how these distances were reached. 

 

     Only a proposed Spanish regulation on boilers
 
[6] and pressure vessels indicates guidelines for 

boiler classification and location based on energy parameters, but the standard is yet to be published, 

and projected distances to walls and other equipment are low when compared to possible risks [4]. 

 

     Data tabulated by various agencies [7]
 
indicate failures in boilers have a frequency of 0.9-4.0 

failures/year, which limits safety and reliability.  Failures in level controllers occur at a rate between 

0.03 and 2.0 failures/year and failures in relief valves are estimated at 0.03-0.08 failures/year. These 

aspects, which contribute to the catastrophic failure of boilers, become of critical importance when 

dealing with equipment for thermal/electric power generation, whose pressures are even higher [1] or in 

institutional settings where continuity and reliability of operation is critical. 

 

                There are numerous examples of boiler explosions, due mainly to low water levels. 

Investigation and analysis of these accidents has been a common practice in engineering since the 

beginning of the industrial revolution [8]
 
a practice which continues to be of importance today. 

Statistical data published by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors for 2002 [9], 

indicates that 85% of accidents are attributable to two causes; low water level (49%); and error in 

operation or poor maintenance (36%). Accidents associated with design and manufacturing 

deficiencies, control and burner failures, inadequate installation, safety valve failures and inadequate 

repairs have lower failure rates; but nonetheless need to be addressed. Between 1992-2001, there were 

an average of 2,334 accidents/year, resulting in 127 deaths. The average number of injuries is 1 every 

32 accidents [10]. In 2002, there were 1,487 accidents in power generation, steam, and hot water 

boilers, causing 16 injuries and 3 deaths in the US alone [9]. 

 

      The other common cause of explosions originates in the fire side, due to fuel accumulation in the 

tubes, and sudden release of the combustion energy, but usually causing only internal damage to the 

boiler, fire tube, tubes, refractory bricks; but without exceeding the mechanical and material limits of 

the pressure containing equipment on the water side, so they are not analysed in this study. 

 

     Publications by the American Society of Power Engineers [11] and the State of Tennessee [12] cite 

the 2007 explosion in a model 2000 CB boiler operating at 150 psi, which caused serious injury to an 

operator, destroying a boiler room wall, causing the boiler to move approximately 30 meters into 

another plant area, which was destroyed. The rear door of the boiler was also ejected almost 30 meters 

out of the plant damaging several cars in a nearby parking lot. Analysis of the accident indicated that 

during the low-water operation, cold feedwater was introduced which suddenly vaporized causing the 

destructive overpressure [11-12]. In Latin America, during the first half of 2020, 9 accidents were 

reported, with one death and 12 injured [13].  Most recently a boiler accident at a fisheries plant in 
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Manta (Ecuador) left 3 dead and 7 injured [14]. 
 

     The usual consequence models for these types of accidents, as related to human and equipment 

consequences, correspond to BLEVE models; an isentropic expansion, close to atmospheric pressure; 

which have been used over the years [2-4], [15-19].  In these, the energy of the system is expressed as 

TNT equivalent. Then the overpressure can be calculated using scaled distance correlations [18], [20-

22] together with Probit models to estimate the probability of suffering consequences due to different 

effects such as ruptured eardrums, pulmonary haemorrhage, and damage from fragment impacts [7], 

[15-16], [23-26]. More recently these studies have been combined with computational models for fluid 

dynamics and numerical models for structural analysis [2], [25-28], which have allowed modelling of 

the rebound or "domino" effect [15], [29-30], helping to optimize plant layout [4], [30]. 

 

    Boiler explosions in hospitals and industry have been studied with numerically complex software 

such as LS-DYNA, a program based on finite-element structural analysis [2]
.  

 Other software, such as 

PHAST, CHEMCAD can be used to simulate many engineering problems requiring thermodynamic 

data, and they have been used to analyse boiler explosions and their consequences [3].  Matlab has been 

used in teaching environments and in many industrial settings to simulate engineering problems, but 

few references point to MATLAB for calculating boiler explosion consequences [31].  

 

     This article describes the implementation of a user-guided strategy in MATLAB to analyse the 

consequences of explosions for a range of boiler sizes and guide safe placement during site-planning.  

It focuses on the consequences to human populations and workers, using ear-drum rupture as an 

endpoint, the most sensitive indicator commonly found in the literature [23-24].
  
This analysis and the 

proposed computational tool hope to fill a gap in the Latin-American and English-speaking countries´ 

regulations for boilers, which have very few recommendations for their location based on energy and 

explosion considerations. 
 

2  METHODOLOGY  

      The calculations described below were implemented in MATLAB R2021b, licensed to the 
University of Costa Rica.  The program calculates the explosion energy of a boiler, to facilitate the user 
a proper plant layout. The software prompts the user either in English or Spanish.  The software 
receives the estimated burst pressure and atmospheric pressure data and requests the user for the range 
of boiler sizes to be studied in m

3
 of liquid water.  Vapor headspace is estimated as 10% of liquid 

volume, common for most firetube boilers.  Overpressure for the range of boilers studied is plotted vs 
distance, as a function of their TNT equivalent in kilograms, TNT (eq). 
 

     The program then requests the user to specify the index number of the desired boiler size to focus on 

and displays a similar and less crowded graph of overpressure vs distance and an overpressure vs Probit 

value plot.  Then a Probit table is displayed to estimate the % of damage to the exposed population, in 

this case, ear-drum rupture. 

    The boiler explosion was modelled as an isentropic steam expansion causing ductile rupture [4], [18-

23].  The energy released for an isentropic expansion for an ideal gas is expressed according to the 

following equation of thermodynamics: 

 

𝐸𝑣 = 102   [
𝑃∗𝑉

𝛾−1
] [1 − (𝑃𝑎/𝑃)(𝛾−1)/𝛾]                                              (1) 

      

Where, 

 

 𝐸𝑣 = energy liberated by the vapor expansion in kJ.  

              𝑃  = pressure within the vessel before explosion (bar) 
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              𝑉 = initial vapor volume (m
3
) 

             𝑃𝑎 = atmospheric pressure (bar) 

             𝛾  = Cp/Cv for the vapor, and 

            Cp =specific heat at constant pressure  

            Cv = specific heat at constant volume 

  

     Subsequently, the equivalent mass of TNT was calculated for this energy, which allows using the 

equations and nomograms of normalized distance (dn) and overpressure developed by several authors 

[18], [32-34]. For the present study, and to eliminate bias and difficulty in reading nomograms, the 

empirical equation proposed by Kinney & Graham cited by Birk was used [32].   

 

The mass, W(TNT), of equivalent TNT (kg), according to Casal et al [18] was calculated with the 

following equation: 

 

(𝑇𝑁𝑇) = 0,021 [
𝑃∗𝑉

𝛾−1
] [1 − (𝑃𝑎/𝑃)(𝛾−1)/𝛾]                               (2) 

 

 

   As described by Casal et al, if the container also contains superheated liquid, as in the case of an 

isentropic explosion, the mass of liquid will suddenly vaporize when it encounters atmospheric pressure 

and the volume that the vapor would occupy must be calculated at the steam pressure in the container 

right before the explosion, adding this virtual volume to the actual vapor volume [18].  Thus, the 

equivalent mass of TNT will be: 

 

 

                                            𝑊(𝑇𝑁𝑇) = 0,021 [
𝑃∗𝑉´

𝛾−1
] [1 − (𝑃𝑎/𝑃)(𝛾−1)/𝛾]                 (3) 

 

                                                                       𝑉´ = 𝑉 + 𝑉𝑙𝑓 (
𝜌𝑙

𝜌𝑣
)                                   (4) 

 

 

where  𝑉 is the vapor volume in the boiler, (
𝜌𝑙

𝜌𝑣
) is the ratio of liquid/vapor densities,  𝑉𝑙 is the liquid 

volume and f, is the flash fraction. 

 

                 𝑓 = 1 − 𝑒[−2,63
𝐶𝑝  

𝐻𝑣  
 (𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑏)]  [1−(

𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑜

𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑏
)0,38]

                           (5) 

 

Here,  

Hv = Enthalpy of vaporization (kJ/kg) 

Tc=   Critical temperature (K) 

Tb=   Boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure (K) 

To=   Temperature in the vessel at moment of explosion  

 

     The normalized distance dn is given by the following equation, where d is the distance from the 

centre of the explosion at which the overpressure is estimated, and B is the fraction of the energy that is 

transformed into a pressure wave, which for the purposes of this study, was estimated at 40% for a 

ductile fracture [18]. In the case of brittle fracture, this value is between 10-20%, as proposed by 

Ibrahim et al
 
[2] and Sochet [35].  This aspect should be clearly analysed, as in the case of boilers, they 

may be subject to high pH excursions which may cause brittle fracture [36] (caustic embrittlement).   
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                            𝑑
𝑛 =  

𝑑

  √𝐵∗𝑊(𝑇𝑁𝑇)3   

                                    (6)  

 

     The overpressure was calculated for each distance d (real distance) using the empirical equation 

proposed by other authors [19, 21, 37], applicable for BLEVE explosions in the medium range and for 

pressure tanks, respectively, based on its equivalent in TNT: 

 

                                                      
𝑃

𝑃𝑎
=

808[1+(
𝑑𝑛

4.5
)

2
]

√1+(
𝑑𝑛

0.048
)

2
√1+(

𝑑𝑛

0.32
)

2
√1+(

𝑑𝑛

1.35
)

2
                            (7) 

 

 

where:  

P =   overpressure (bar) 

Pa = atmospheric pressure (bar) 

dn = scaled distance (m/kg
1/3

) 

 

Physical properties for steam were calculated in MATLAB using the equations for reduced 

temperature and pressure correlations presented by Affandi et al [38]. 

 

The expected damages due to overpressure were numerically implemented in MATLAB, using 

the Probit equations proposed by Hirsch, as discussed by Casal for ear-drum rupture [18], [23].  In the 

case of material and equipment damage to facilities, the work of various authors and summarized by 

Cozzani et al [39-41] can be taken as a basis. 

 

The Probit equations [16], [18], [23], [34],[43] must be used with an equivalence table proposed 

by Finney [41].  The equations are of the form: 

 
 

                                                                             𝑃𝑟 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∗ ln 𝑂𝑝                                           (8) 
    

where:  

 

     Pr =    Probit value (probability value of damage to exposed population) 

      a =     Constant dependent on the type of lesion and type of exposure load 

      b=      Constant dependent on the type of exposure  

      Op =   Variable representing the exposure load (i.e., overpressure) 

 

 

     According to Finney, the dependent variable Pr is defined as a random variable according to a 

normal statistical distribution with a mean value of 5 and a standard deviation of 1, which means that 

Pr = 5 corresponds to a 50% Probit value. In this study the Hirsch Probit equation with parameters for 

ear-drum rupture, were used   where a= -12.6, b=1.524 and Op is the generated overpressure (N/m
2
). 

 
3     RESULTS 
 
Fig. 1 displays the MATLAB output for the log-log plot of distance vs overpressure generated for a 

variety of user input-defined boiler conditions: rupture pressure, atmospheric pressure, and boiler liquid 

volume range. From these data the equivalent mass of TNT is calculated and shown in the legend box.   
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Fig. 1. MATLAB OUTPUT No. 1 

 

As mentioned in the methodology section, the program then requests an index number for the graph 

that the user wants to focus on and provides a less-crowded view in log-log format for user inspection 

(Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. MATLAB OUTPUT No. 2 

The default Probit parameters for ear-drum rupture are utilized to generate a semi-log plot of 

overpressure vs. Probit values, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. MATLAB OUTPUT No. 3 

 

The program then displays Finney´s Probit Value table (Fig. 4), which is used to estimate the % of 

affected population at the desired overpressures read from Figure 3.  

 

Fig. 4. MATLAB OUTPUT No. 4 

 

Source: https://biocomm.eu/2019/04/03/guide-to-essential-biostatistics-i-the-scientific-method-probit/ (Cited: 

27-6-2022). 

 

The full output of the developed MATLAB R2021b program is shown in Fig. 5, which displays the 

four graphic outputs simultaneously.  The compiled version is available upon request from the author. 

 

https://biocomm.eu/2019/04/03/guide-to-essential-biostatistics-i-the-scientific-method-probit/
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Fig. 5. MATLAB COMPLETE GRAPHIC OUTPUT 

 
4      DISCUSSION 
 
     Various national regulations, in general, incorporate equipment fabrication and operation 

specifications, but omit requirements on distancing between boiler rooms or compartments and other 

exposures
 
[4], which limits their utility in case of a major accident. The numerical model and the 

proposed procedure make it possible for plant designers to arrive at “safe distances” between the boiler 

and other equipment or human exposures in the case of catastrophic failure, which limits the effects of 

the blast wave and can guide regulatory efforts. 

 

     The suggested safe distances as determined from the software output and the aid of Finney´s Probit 

table should be considered a minimum for compliance in industrial installations, since there exist 

discrepancies between authors [3, 17, 18]
 
as to the proportion of the expansion energy that is effectively 

transformed into an overpressure wave.  

 

     The present study focused on overpressure calculations generated by a boiler steam BLEVE and 

does not incorporate the energy used in the projection of fragments and their probabilistic effects, 

which could be of importance [23].   The software output considers ductile rupture, in which it is 

assumed that 40% of the liberated energy is transformed into an overpressure wave, which should be 

verified in each case, as other types of conditions (i.e., caustic embrittlement) could exist within high 

pressure boilers which operate at a very alcaline pH [36].  

 

     The author coincides with Sochet´s [17] criterion that the models used in the present study represent 

a simple and economic option, as compared to fluid dynamic computational models or other numeric 

models for structural analysis of buildings [2,3], since these require higher computational capabilities 

and user expertise.  The latter also may require statistical data on meteorological conditions for the 

simulation, which are not always available in all industrial installations.  Likewise, this analysis could 

be complicated to implement when considering ground effects, walls and ventilation or ingress/egress 

openings, as well as other nearby equipment. 
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   The endpoint used, ear-drum rupture (0,17 bar), is fortunately approximately four times higher than 

the range in which most building damage is observed.  Yet the endpoint coincides with the pressure at 

which non-reinforced concrete and masonry/brick buildings fail (see Table 1), covering both human 

and economic interests in the facility. The above value and corresponding distances as determined from 

the graphic output could be indicative of the shortest dimension that a boiler should have, to minimize 

exposure to other plant personnel.  Table 1 shows the expected damage to different human and capital 

assets, taken from Lees [14].  The coloured values are the threshold limits recommended by Fang [3] 

for analysis.  If different endpoints from the table (i.e., lung haemorrhage) or different models for ear-

drum rupture needed to be analysed this can be easily implemented by the change of two parameters in 

the code (Probit parameters a and b), and minor changes in the programmed graphic output titles.  

 
Table 1.  Expected damages according to overpressure (bar) 

 

Expected damage 
Overpressure  

(bar) 

Loud noise (143 dB), “Sonic boom”, glass rupture  
0,0028 

Usual pressure to rupture glass  0,0103 

Minor and limited structural damage  0,0276 

Windows usually broken, some damage to window frames. 
0,0345-0,0690 

Minor damage to household structures  0,0483 

Partial demolition of houses, rendering them uninhabitable  
0,0690 

Corrugated metal panels are twisted and torn.  Wooden 

panels in houses are torn down  0,0690-0,1379 

Rage for minor to serious lacerations caused by flying glass 

and other projectiles  
0,0690-0,5517 

Partial collapse of walls and roofs of houses   
0,1379 

Non reinforced concrete and masonry walls are torn  
0,1379-0,2069 

Range for a 1%-90% probability of ear-drum rupture in 

exposed populations  0,1655-0,8414 

50% destruction of masonry walls in houses  0,1724 

Steel frames are distorted and are separated from their 

foundation  0,2069 

Wooden posts are torn  0,3448 

Almost complete destruction of houses  0,3448-0,4828 

Loaded train cars are overturned  0,4828 

Cargo trains are demolished  0,6207 

Probable destruction of buildings  0,6897 

1-99% fatalities (deaths) in exposed populations due to 

direct explosión effects  1,0-2,0 
 
Adapted from:  Lees, Frank P. 1980. Loss Prevention in the Process Industries, Vol. 1. London and Boston: Butterworths and 

Fang et al, 2012 
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8  CONCLUSION 
     The MATLAB software developed is easy to adapt to other conditions that may merit exploration, such as 

distinct values for the proportion of energy incorporated into the blast wave, different ratios of liquid to vapor 

in the vessel, and offers the advantage of exploring different boiler sizes simultaneously.  The rupture pressure 

is input by the user, so that different criteria, such as operating or structural limits, could be used to simulate 

the explosion of different boiler sizes. 

     MATLAB as a computational tool, is easy to learn, well documented, commonly used in the engineering 

and scientific community, and with on-line communities for support. The utility and ease of implementation 

of the numerical model developed and the graphic capabilities of the software, makes it possible for regulators 

to incentivize compliance with proper risk analysis before boiler installation.  

     Designers, professional organizations, and users of boilers in all economic sectors can benefit from this 

analysis, which can certainly contribute to less serious accidents and economic/human losses. It needs to be 

pointed out that these mishaps carry the potential to become more costly if civil responsibilities or other 

judicial procedures are set in motion by workers or nearby populations, making prevention through risk 

analysis, boiler distancing or better construction a worthwhile investment.   
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